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Asymmetrical cross-language priming effects

CA'FHARINE W. KEATLEY
7'cd8urg University, Tilburg The Netherlands

JOHN A. SPINKS
University ofHong Kong, Hong Kong

and

BEATRICE DE GELDER
Tilburg University, Ttlburg, The Netherlands

Three experiments were conducted to examine cross-language priming in bilinguals . The first
was a cross-language primed lexical decision task experiment with Chinese-English bilinguals .
Subjects made lexical decisions about primary associate targets in the two languages at the same
rate, but priming occurred only when the prime was in their first language (L1), Chinese, and
the target was in their second language (L2), English . Experiment 2 produced the same pattern
of asymmetrical priming with two alphabetic languages, French and Dutch . In Experiment 3,
the crucial stimuli were translation equivalents . In contrast to the results ofExperiments 1 and
2, priming occurred across languages in both the Ll-L2 and L2-L1 conditions. However, this
priming was also asymmetrical, with more priming occurring in the L1-L2 condition . A tenta-
tive separate-interconnected model of bilingual memory is described. It suggests that the repre-
sentations of words expressed in different languages are stored in separate memory systems, which
may be interconnected via one-to-one links between same translation-equivalent representations
as well as meaning-integration processes .

Bilinguals are able to communicate in either of two lan-
guages without experiencing constant intrusions from the
inactive language . Yet when a bilingual learns something
via one language, there appears to be access to that knowl-
edge via the other language . How can the language sys-
tems be kept separate in practice and still share the same
information? Are the languages represented as separate,
independent modules in memory? Or, are all languages
represented in a shared, interdependent semantic module?
These questions have important implications far an un-
derstanding of bilingual behavior and for more general
models of memory and representation .

In 1963, Kolers formalized the question and integrated
it into psychological issues of representation by propos-
ing a shared-separate dichotomy . He suggested that the
representations of words expressed in different languages
either are stared in discrete independent memory systems
or take totally abstract forms, such as propositions, and
are shared by words in the two languages.

We would like to thank the staffofHongKong UmversiN who served
as subjects in Experiment 1 and the students and staff of the Center for
Life and Learning of Louvam University for their help in carrying out
Experiments 2 and 3. We would also kite to thank Anisette de Grout
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as well as Mary Potter, Judith fCroll, and a third reviewer for their com-
ments on this paper Correspondence should be addressed toC W Keat-
ley, Depanrnent of Social Sciences, Tilburg University, P.O Box 90153,
5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands

-Accepted by previous editor, Margaret Jean IntonS-Peterson

Evidence for a shared-store model was found in exper-
iments that demonstrated transfer of learning and inter-
ference across translation equivalents (Lopez, Hicks, &
Young, 1974 ; Lopez & Young, 1974 ; McLeod, 1976 ;
Young& SaegeR, 1966; Young&Wehbex, 1967), as well
as in experiments demonstrating that rate of recall of
translation-equivalent wards was the same as or better than
rate of recall for within-language repetitions (Glanzer &
Duarte, 1971 ; Kolers, 19b6). Evidence also was found
for a separate store model. Subjects experienced a release
from proactive interference in recall when the language
of items on a list was changed (Goggin&Wickens, 1971).
In addition, subjects were able to recall the languages of
items from bilingual or multilingual lists (Rose & Car-
roll, 1974 ; Saegen, Hamayan, & Aymar, 1975) .
Other research, however, suggested that neither model

explained bilingual behavior adequately (for a review of
this literature, see Keatiey, 1492). Studies using primary
associate production (Kolers, 1963 ; Macnamara, 1967 ;
Taylor, 1971), the Stroop color-word test (Dalrymple-
Alford, 1968 ; Dyer, 1971 ; Preston & Lambent, 1969),
and organization of recall of items in bilingual lists (Cham-
pagnol, 1975 ; Nott & LambeR, 1968) demonstrated that
while within-language effects may be stronger, between-
language effects occur too.
Two models were proposed to explain these data . Both

are offshoots of Paivia's dual-coding model of memory
for images and words (Paivio, 1971, 1986 ; Paivio &
Begg, 1981) . One is Palvio's model of bilingual memory

Copyright 1994 Psychonomic Society, Inc. 70
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(Paivio, 1986 ; Paivio & Desrochers, 1980; Paivia & Lam-
bert, 148 1) . It contends that the representations of words
are stored in memory modules that are separate and in-
dependent but also interconnected, primarily across trans-
lation equivalents- Representations in the separate verbal
systems may also be connected to image representations
in a separate image store, in which sensory/perceptual in-
formation is encoded . Representations of translation-
equivalent words may be connected to the same image
representation, providing a second pathway between the
two verbal systems .
Other researchers have foundevidence ofa general sep-

arate store model but not of the dual-coding assumption
of a special image store, and therefore limit their discus-
sion to a more general but interconnected model (Grainger
& Beauvillain, 1988 ; Kirsner, Smith, Lockhart, King, &
lain, 1984 ; Meyer & Ruddy, 1974) .
A general separate but interconnected model can account

for the research cited above . Cross-language Stroop effects,
primary associates, and recall organization can be attributed
to the interconnections between specific language systems .
Transfer of learning and repetition effects on recall with
translation associates can be attributed to the cross-language
connections between translation equivalents .

The second model is the three-code, or hierarchic,
model ofbilingual memory (Potter, So, Von Eckardt, &
Feldman, 1984 ; Snodgrass, 19&4), which is based on the
more general three-code model of memory (Potter, 1979 ;
Potter, Kroll, Yachzel, Carpenter, & Sherman, 1986)_
In this model ofbilingualism, the mind contains threedif-
ferent codes for representations of words : two separate
codes for the surface forms of words expressed in the two
languages, and a third code for the shared representations
of the semantic meanings of the words . Thus, surface
forms of words in different languages have separate repre-
sentations and are stored in separate systems while the
semantic meanings of all words are stored as amodal prop-
ositional nodes (Anderson & Bower, 1973) in a shared
semantic network (Collins & Loftus, 1975) .

This model can explain greater within- than between-
language Stroop effects, greater within- than between-
language primary associate production, and higher per-
formance within than between languages on recall organi-
zation as the effects of the separate verbs! stares at the
lexical level. The reduction in proactive interference in
recall with language change in a list, as well as the robust
effect of subjects' ability to recall the language of pre-
sentation of stimuli, can be also attributed to processes
specific to the lexical level of processing .
An important paradigm that is used to test the separate

and hierarchic models is the primed lexical decision task
(LDT) (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971) . In monolingual
experiments, a target preceded by a related word (CAT-
DOG) is judged to be a real word faster than a target pre-
ceded by an unrelated word (TABLE-DOG) . This priming
effect is assumed to be due to a process such as automatic
activation (Posner & Snyder, 1975), transfer (Kolers &
Roediger, 1984), or activation of a combined cue (Rat-

cliff & McICoon, 1988). (For a review of the literature
on the monolingual primed LDT, see Neely, 1990 .)

In bilingual experiments, the prime is in one language
and the target in another (CHAT-DOG) . The shared-store
model contends that [he effect of the prime on the target
occurs in the amodal, shared propositional store, caus-
ing priming to occur across languages . The general sep-
arate, interconnected model assumes that the links between
the separate language-specific memory systems are
weaker than the links within memory systems, so that the
model predicts either no priming across languages or, at
the least, priming that is significantly less than that oc-
curring within languages .

Most bilingual primed LDT experiments have produced
cross-language priming (Chen & Ng, 1989 ; Jin, 1990;
Meyer & Ruddy, 1474 ; Schwanentlugel & Rey, I98b) .
However, cross-language priming effects have disap-
peared when the proportion of related pairs was small
( .25) and the subjects highly proficient in L2 (Grainger
& Beauvillain, 1988), and also when (noncognate) primes
were masked (de Groot & Nas, 1991) . The results ofthese
two experiments suggest that the cross-language priming
effects found in the other experiments may not reflect a
shared conceptual store but rather a strategy of predict-
ing the target from the prime (Becker, 1979, 19$0) or
of translating the prime (de Groot & Nas, 1991) . If strat-
egy was involved in these studies, the results do not nec-
essarily inform us about representation, because strategy,
a controlled process, is not assumed to reflect the basic
organization of representations in memory (Neeiy, 1977,
3990; Posner & 5nyder, 1975) .
Priming may also reflect a meaning-integration process

that occurs after access ofthe target and affects the deci-
sion stage of the task . Such a model has been proposed
for both monolingual (de Groot, 1984) and bilingual (de
Grout & Nas, 1991) griming.
At issue is whether cross-language priming reflects the

organization of representations in memory or whether it
reflects strategy . Experiment 1 was designed to test this
question . We capitalized on the demonstration in monolin-
gual experiments that a high proportion of related pairs
encourages subjects to use strategy (de Grout, 1984 ; den
Heyer, Briand, & Dannenberg,1983 ; Nee1y, 1477 ; Tweedy
& Lapinski, 1981 ; Tweedy, Lapinski, & Schvaneveldt,
1977) . Therefore, only 25% of the pairs were related,
a percentage which was lower than that used in all the
experiments mentioned above, except that of Grainger and
Beauvillain (1988, Experiment 2), who did not find cross-
language priming .
The percentage (proportion) of related pairs is known

to have other effects in monolingual experiments that may
affect the bilingual case . For example, proportion effects
increase with the length of the stimulus onset asynchrony
(SOA)-the time between the onset of the prime and the
onset of the target (de Grout, 1984 ; den Heyer et al .,
1483 ; Neely, 1977) . These effects are assumed to occur
because strategy depends on time-consuming, controlled,
conscious processing (Neely, 1977 ; Posner & Snyder,
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1975), To discourage strategies, we used a brief 50A of
254 msec in one condition. We also included a 2,000-
msec condition to index the priming found with the low
proportions of related pairs and longer SOAs_

Neutral primes have been used to determine whether
priming effects are primarily automatic or controlled
(Balota, 19$3 ; Neely, 1977) . If facilitation occurs (i .e .,
if responses to related targets are faster than responses
to neutrally primed targets), this presumably indicates that
some ofthe overall priming is due to automatic processes.
However, if inhibition occurs (if responses to unrelated
targets are slower than responses to neutrally primed tar-
gets), then the overall priming effect is assumed to be due
to controlled, conscious processing and, perhaps, to strat-
egy use . We included neutral primes in our design to mea-
sure the contribution of automatic and controlled process-
ing to the priming effect .
To determine if subjects were processing the primes in

both language-order conditions, on a few trials we in-
cluded a task in which the subjects were required to repeat
the name of the prime after responding to the target .

In the overall design of the experiment, SOA (250 and
2,000 cosec) was a between-subjects factor, the two within-
subjects factors were relatedness (related, unrelated, and
neutral) and language order of the pair (Chinese prime-
English target and English prime-Chinese target).

EXPERIIKENT 1

Method
Subjects . Forty native Chinese-speaking, Chinese-English bilxn-

gual subjects participated in the experiment They were all staff
members at Hong Kong University, and all had studied English since
primary school . The subjects were screened by using standardized
tests in English (Sack&Yourman, 1975) and comparable tests de-
signed and standardized in Chinese by the experimenters (Keatley,
1487). The tests were made up ofthree passages of informational
text which the subjects read silently . Each passage was followed
by lb comprehension questions . Average word-per-minute read-
mg speeds were calculated for each subject as were average com-
prehension scorns . The subjects who participated m the experiment
had normal to excellent reading comprehension (7U% or higher aver-
age scores on the comprehension tests) and read in both English
and Chinese as fast as or faster than average native speaker-readers
with university educations .

Stimuli Fifty-four cross-language prime-target pairs were de-
veloped (Keatley, 1987). The primes and targets within each pair
were primary associates in both English and Chinese and transla-
tions of each other The Ctunese stimub were single character pairs
in which both primes and targets could stand alone as single lexi-
cal units-unbound morphemes-and m which the prime and the
target had no, or minimal, visual redundancy. The English words
were 3-B letters in length, with a mean of4.2 letters . The Chinese
characters varied m complexity from 2 to 16 strokes . The mean
associative strength of the Chinese within-language pans was 42 .2 ;
of the English pairs, it was 36 .0 .
Within each list, the experimental pairs were used to form pairs

in the related, unrelated, and neutral conditions . Neutral page were
formed by using xxxx as the neutral primes Nine filler pairs were
constructed meach language-order condition, as were 32 false-target
pairs. The filler pairs were always unrelated, but one quarter of
the false-target pairs were presented as related (the word on which
the false target was based was related to the prime)

Chinese false targets were developed by changing one character
component of a real character to another component, or by add-
ing, omitting, or reorienting a single stroke . English false targets
were formed by changing one letter in each word so that the result-
ing nonwords were pronounceable and orthographically regular
The stimuli were presented on slides . The characters were writ-

tenmtheir full form (not abbreviated) 6y hand and photographed
The stimuli are listed in Appendix A.

List constriction . The stimuli en the two language-order condi-
tions were blocked. Twenty lists were constructed, with related-
ness and language order counterbalanced across the lists . One sub-
ject meach30A condition saw each of the lists . Each target concept
was seen only once by each subject .
Apparatus. A three-field tacfustoscope was constructed by back

projecting three Kodak Ectographic Model S-2AR slide proaectors
so that the images overlapped . Each projector had a Gerbrands
G1166 shutter controlled by an Apple II computer .
Procedure. Each subject performed the primed LDT m an in-

dividual session of about I h. The subjects were given instruc-
tions in a combination of English and Chinese Twenty-four prac-
tice trials occurred before each half of the experiment . The procedure
on each trial was as follows . (1) The experimenter said "One, two,
three . . ." mthe language of the target (2) The fixation mark, an
asterisk, appeared in the center of the screen for 450 inter. (3) It
was replaced by the prime stimulus, which was visible for 200 msec
(the 250-msec SOA condition) or 1,950 cosec (the 2,000-cosec SOA
condition) (4) The prime was followed by a 50-cosec blank field
(5) The target appeared on the screen, and at the same time the
chronometer was activated (6) The subject responded by pushing
one of the buttons, which stopped the chronometer (7) The ex-
perimenterread the reaction tome to the subject and gave feedback
0o the correctness of the response .
Six times within each half of the experunent the subject was asked

to repeat the primeafter the reaction time had been reported . There
was a 5-min mandatory real between the two blocks of trials-

Results
Only responses to the 54 real-word targets from the ex-

perimental list were analyzed . Scores over 1,400 cosec
and scores associated with subject or mechanical errors
were excluded from the analyses . The total scares ex-
cluded constituted 5.7I of the total experimental trials .
The errors were roughly evenly distributed across the ex-
periment and across the various conditions-
Analyses were carded out across subjects, but not

across items because the data were not available. Because
all the items served in the different conditions for all the
subjects, however, it can be assumed that the error vari-
ance associated with the items was included in the inter-
actions between subjects and the various conditions . A11
results reported as significant have an alpha level of at
least .05.
The data appear in Table 1 . An analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was carried out with SOA (250 inset, 2,000
xnsec) as a between-subjects factor, and relatedness (re-
lated, unrelated, neutral) and language order (Chinese
prime-English target, English prime-Chinese target) as
within-subjects factors . The results of the full ANOVA
yielded no significant main effects and no interactions .
However, because of the specificity of the hypotheses
under test, planned comparisons were conducted to test
whether overall priming, facilitation, or inhibition oc-
curred in any particular conditions .
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Table 1
Experiment 1: Mean Reaction Time Scores (in Ml(liseconds) With Errors, and

Mean Priming, Facilitation, and Inhibition Effects in Each of the Two Language-

-Order Conditions Across Long and Short SOA Conditions (in Milliseconds)
Target

Related Unrelated Veutrai Effect

SOA M E M E M E Prirmng Facilitation Inhibition

250 597 2 7 592
2,Q00 624 4 4 610

English Prime-Chinese Target
2 7 596 4 4 -5 -1 -4
3.8 646 5 5 -14 22 -36

Chinese Pnme-English Target

250 598 5.5 636 3 3 608 6 6 38 10 28
2,000 598 5.5 512 4 4 639 9 4 14 41 -27

The planned comparisons revealed that tic only signif-
icant priming effect, 38 msec, occurred in the Chinese
prime-English target condition with a short SOA [t(76) =
2.467, MSS = 2,374, p C .0l] . Significant inhibition,
28 msec, also occurred only in this condition [r(76) _
1 .818, p [ .45] . Facilitation, 41 msec, occurred only in
the Chinese-English long SOA condition [t(7G) = 2.662,
p C Alj. The 24-msec priming effect in this condition,
however, was nonsignificant [t(76) = 0.91] . There was
also an unexpected 27-msec advantage for unrelated over
neutral targets in the Chinese-English long SOA con-
dition .

Neutral-primed targets were responded to, in, on the
average, 622 msec, which was slower than mean responses
to related targets, 604 msec, and slower than responses
to unrelated targets, 613 msec . Although these differences
were not significant, this pattern was unexpected, since
most studies report that neutral-pruned targets are re-
sponded to faster than unrelated targets and slower than
related targets (Neely, 1990). The difference between
the results of this experiment and others may have been
related to the memory task, in which subjects were asked
to recall the prime after responding to the target. Since
the crucial question of the experiment was whether prim-
ing occurs underthe different conditions, another ANOVA
was carried out on related and unrelated target scores to
test the significance ofpriming effects alone. There were
no significant main effects . A significant interaction oc-
curred between language order and relatedness [F(1,35) _
6.43, MS, = 12,443 .26, p < .015] . Specific compari-
sons confirmed that significant priming occurred only in
the Chinese-English short SOA condition [r(3S) = 2.733,
MSS = 1,934.92, p [ A1]. There were no other inter-
actions .

In all but two instances, subjects were able to recall the
name of the prime when asked, after having made a lexi-
cal decision to the target .

Discussion
The most important result of the analysis was the find-

ing that priming occurred only when primes were in
Chinese and targets in English in the short SOA condi-
tion . The fact that significant inhibition accompanied the

priming effect might be evidence for a controlled process .
However, it is difficult to interpret the facilitation and in-
hibition data, because the neutral primes produced results
that were unexpected . The data pattern suggests that the
subjects may have been rehearsing the prime word, es-
pecially in the long SOA condition, in order to recall it
after the trial . This may have led to a general activation
that did not occur when the prime was not a word .
The fact that the priming occurred in the short SOA

condition and not in the long SOA condition suggests that
the effect did not require a long time to be effective and
therefore was notdue to the use of strategies (Neely, 1977 ;
Posner & 5nyder, 1975). The priming that did occur in
the experiment was asymmetrical ; that is, it occurred in
one language direction and not in the other. One expla-
nation for this is that because the subjects' first language
was Chinese, this language was processed faster than their
second language, English . Target language, however, did
not produce a significant effect either in the full analysis
[F(2,76) = 0.101 or in the restricted analysis [F(1,38) =
0.11] . The subjects were able to identify targets in En-
glish and Chinese at the same rate : 615 msec for English
and 611 msec for Chinese targets . Neutrally primed En-
glish targets were responded to with a mean latency of
624 msec ; neutrally primed Chinese targets, with a mean
latency of 621 cosec.
Because the asymmetry in priming could not be at-

tributed to an imbalance in language proficiency on the
LDT task, the results of Experiment 1 present a dissoci-
ation between priming effects and reaction time on the
LDT.
One explanation for the dissociation may be that where-

as reaction times on the LD1' reflect the fact that a repre-
sentation is available to consciousness on the basis of
its threshold and activation level (Posner, 1978), cross-
language priming reflects the strength of cross-language
connections between separate language systems. While
the threshholds and activation levels ofthe representations
ofthe words in Chinese and English must have beenabout
the same in Experiment 1, the cross-language effects from
LI to L2 were stronger than those from L2 to L! .

Stronger cross-language effects from L1 to L2 may be
attributable to richer and stronger representations in the
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Ll memory system, to stronger connections between rep-
resentations within the L1 memory system, and also to
stronger connections from Ll representations across mem-
ory systems to representations in other memory systems.
This idea is discussed further in the General Discussion .
Another possible explanation for the asymmetry found

in Experiment 1 is that it resulted from the use of single
Chinese characters, Chen and Ng (1954) used two-char-aster
Chinese lexical mite and English words, and found sig-
nificant crass-language priming in both language-order
conditions .
To test whether the asymmetrical priming effect was

specific to the language combination of Experiment 1, a
second experiment was tamed out with hutch-French
bilinguals .

EXPERIIViEENT 2

This experiment was conducted in Brussels, Belgium.
It tested only the short 50A condition, because the ques-
tions under test were about automatic processes, not
strategy . The short SOA was reduced from 250 inset in
Experiment 1 to 200 inset in this experiment, and feed-
back was deleted . Both changes were made to further dis-
courage strategic processing . Furthermore, because the
subjects is Experiment 1 were able to recall L2 primes,
the prime recall test was deleted . Within- as well as
between-language conditions were included in Experi-
ment 2, because they yield information about the bilin-
guals' memory organization and functioning .

Method
Subjects The 32 subjects were native Dutch speakers who had

studied French from age 7 years They were screened as were the
subjects in Experiment 1, with reading tests m French end Dutch
which were translations of the English tests used m Experiment 1
Speed and comprehension norms for the French and butch tests
were established by using native French- and Dutch-speaking una-
versiry students .

5tuquli . Ninety-six crass-language primary associate pairs were
developed as the stimuli ofExperiment 1 . The words were ofrmd-
dle to high frequency in French (Savard & Richards, 1970) and
in Dutch (LJU den Hoogaart, 1975) The mean length of the French
targets was 5.271eiters ; that of the Dutch targets, 5 .05 letters . The
mean association strength ofshe French pairs was 40 .13, and that
of the Dutch pairs, 40.10
Unrelated pairs were formed, as m Experiment 1. Ninety-six un-

related filler pairs were developed to provide the subjects with a
context within which only a .15 proportion of the read-word target
pairs, .125 of all prime-target pmts, were related .

One half of the stimuli were false-target pairs, constructed by
replacing one letter m a real-target word m the appropriate lan-
guage. False-target pairs were always presented as unrelated
The stimuli are lined in Appendix B.
List construction . Each subject saw 384 different prime-target

pairs broken into four different language-order blocks of96 pairs
The order of the presentation of the blocks was determined by a
balanced square Relatedness of the targets (related, unrelated) was
counterbalanced across subjects .
Procedure and Apparatus Each subject was tested individu-

ally, using a Pnmavera computer with a CRT and a separate key-
board. Before each language-order block, the subjects were given
24 practice trials . They initiated groups of 24 trials themselves . On
each trial, a central fixation stimulus, a small cross, appeared in
the semen center for 300 inset, followed by a 5amsec blank screen .
The prime word appeared in the same place and remained for
150 inset, followed by a blank screen for $0 mser The target then
appeared dust under the space where the primehad been. Ii remained
on the screen until the subject responded. There was a 1,500-inset
interstimulu5 interval between the subject's response and the onset
ofthe next trial . A rest of at least 3 min occurred between the four
language-order blocks .

Results
Responses to the 96 cross-language real-target pairs

were included in the analysis . Scores were treated as in
Experiment 1 . Errors accounted for .07% of the re-
sponses. All results reported have a significance level of
at least p c .DS by subjects and by items unless other-
wise indicated .
The subjects' mean scores and errors are displayed in

Table 2 . The mean scores were subjected to an ANOVA.
Language ofthe target (French, Dutch), relatedness (re-
lated, unrelated), and language mix (same-language pair,
different-language pair) were within-subjects factors .

Relatedness produced a significant overall main effect
by subjects and by items jFs(1,31) = 60 .82, MS, _
933 .84; F;(1,95) = 17.57, MS, = 389,416.12], indicat-
ing that the overall 29-insec faster response to related tar-
gets was significant . Target language produced a strong
main effect [FS(1,31) = 197.13, MS, = 4,871 .25;
F;(1,95) = 224.35, M& = 2,751,915.0), with a 125-
msec advantage for Dutch targets . The effect of language
mix was also significant [F5(1,31) = 12.02, MSS _
4,270.22; F,(1,95) = 17.73, M5, = 98,199 .313, with a
mean 27-inset faster response to targets with same-
language primes than to targets with different language
primes . The interaction between target language and re-
latedness was significant in the items analysis [F,(I,9S)
5.11, MS, = 20,666 .59], but not in the analysis by sub-
jects [FS(1,31) = 3 .62, MSr = S,S4(} .94, p = .066].

Table 2
Experiment 2: lean Reaction Time (in Milliseconds), Percentage of Errors (PE),
and Priming Effects in Each of the Language-order and Relatedness Conditions

Language Order
Dutch-Dutch French-butch French-French Dutch-French

~Target M PE M PE M PE M PE M
Related 455 .01 491 02 573 04 597 .03 529
Unrelated 485 02 502 .03 607 .06 639 05 559

Priming 30 11 34 42
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Table 3
Summary of Cress-Language Primed Lexical Decision
Task Experiments With Primary Associate Stimuli

Proportion Mean Mean RT Prinung
Experiment Related* SOA RT'- L1-L2. LI-L2 L2-Ll

Altamha (1991) .33 200 679 164 68 27
Chen & Ng

(1489, Experiment 1)$ 66 300 995 160 130 50
Grainger & Beauvdlam

(1988, Experiment 2) 25 150 541 23 7 12
Jin (1990) 66 150 710 85 91 15
Kirsner et al

(1984, Experiment 5) 8 4,500 591 33 54 48
Meyer & Ruddy (1974) 33 0k 1,13011 47 143 116
Schwanenflugel & Rey
(1986, Experime nt 2) 1 0 100 751 78 29 15

Note-SOA, RT, and priming are given m milliseconds . *Proportions include associates and
translation equivalents. fiMean RTs arc only roughly comparable, since designs vary $Values
are estimated from a graph. §S¢nultaneous presentation IITfus value is estimated from graptua

Planned comparisons indicated that significant priming oc-
curred in ail conditions except the French-Dutch language-
order condition: Priming in the Dutch-Dutch condition
was significant [t(1,31) = 2.608, MSt = 2,122.58, p c
.005], as it was in the French-French condition [t(1,31) _
2 .957, p c .005] and the Dutch-French condition
[t(1,3i) = 3.652,p < .DOS] . Orily the 11-msec overall
priming in the French-Dutch condition did not reach sig-
nificance [t(1,31) = 0.956].

Discussion
Overall, the results of Experiment 2 confirmed the re-

sults of Experiment 1 . Asymmetry occurred in cross-
language priming, given a relatively short SOA and small
proportion ofrelated pairs, Indeed, an analysis ofthe ex-
isting cross-language priming experiments suggests that
asymmetry leas been reported with regularity in the liter-
ature . Table 3 lists the cross-language primed LDT ex-
periments that were reported above .

In all the experiments (except that ofGrainger & Beau-
villain, 1488), more priming occurred when the prime
was in the first (or dominant) language ofthe subjects (L1)
and the target in their second language (L2), than when
the prime and target were in the reverse language order,
L2-Ll (Altarriba, 1991 ; Chen & Ng, Experiment 1, 1989;
Jin, 1990 ; Kirsner et al ., 1984 ; Meyer & Ruddy, 1974 ;
Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986).

As shown in the other columns of Table 3, the experi-
ments vary so greatly in their designs that it is not possi-
ble to determine from this information the factors as-
sociated with asymmetry . It can be seen, however, that
asymmetry appears to be a continuum, rather than an all-
or-none phenomenon .

In another series of experiments, we studied the effects
of subject stress on cross-language griming . We found
that cross-language priming disappeared, whereas within-
language priming persevered if subjects were required to

respond at a fixed fast rate (Keatley & de fielder, 1992).
We concluded that cross-language priming is caused by
a postlexical access meaning-integration process that oc-
curs automatically in normal reading, but that can be
detached and removed from the normal reading sequence
through conscious strategy by subjects whenever they find
that the meaning integration interferes with response
speed. De Groot and Nas (1991) came to a similar con-
clusion earlier when they found that if they masked the
prime in an LDT experiment, within-language priming
persisted with primary associates, but not cross-language
priming (unless the targets were cognates or translation
equivalents) .

If the preceding hypothesis is correct, then more sym-
metrical cross-language priming may reflect the normal
meaning-integration process, whereas asymmetry may
reflect differences in the strengths of cross-language con-
nections between language-specific memory systems that
become mere apparent when subjects attempt to discon-
tinue the meaning-integration processing .

Several of the experiments cited above, however, have
included translation-equivalent pairs in their stimulus lists
as well as primary associates (Altarriba, 1942 ; Chen &
Ng, 1989 ; Jin, 1990) . Similar patterns of cross-language
pruning were found, as weld as asymmetry with transla-
tions . Because the two kinds of stimuli were presented
together, however, it is possible that the presence of
primary associates influenced the subjects' perception of
translation equivalents, or vice versa. We conducted Ex-
periment 3 in the same sessions as we did Experiment 2,
just after Experiment 2. The subjects were unaware that
these were separate experiments because the procedures
were similar, the difference being that the crucial pairs
in Experiment 3 were translation equivalents . Because we
found no significant priming in Experiment 1 in the
L2-L 1 condition with primary associates (and most other
experiments resulted in some priming in this condition),
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we predicted that, if no priming occurred in that condi-
tion in Experiment 2 with primary associates, priming
would also not occur with translation equivalents .

EXPERIMENT 3

Method
Subjects The subjects were those who participated m Ex-

periment 2
Stimuli Forty-eight cross-language translation-equivalent pairs

were developed which could be presented ether with the French
translation as the prime (CHEVAL-PAARD) or the hutch translation
as the prime (YARRD-CNEVAL) . The words were 3-8 letters long
and ofmedium frequency (5avard and Richards, 1910 ; Uit den Boa
gaart, 1975) . Half the wards named Concrete objects and half named
abstract concepts . Unrelated pairs, filler pairs, and false-target pals
were created by using the same methods as in Experiment 2 There
were 24 practice pairs before each of the two language-order blocks .
The stimuli are listed in Appendix C.

List conspuction and counterbalancing procedures were the same
as m Experiment 2 There were two language-order blocks, each
including 12 experimental related pairs and !2 experimental un-
related page, 24 unrelated filler pairs, and 4$ false-target pairs .

Results
As in Experiment 2, scores over 1,400 msec or as-

sociated with errors were excluded from the analyses . This
included .06 of the data . All results reported as signifi-
cant have an alpha level ofat least .05 . Mean scores and
error rates are displayed in Table 4 .
An ANOVA was carried out on the datato test the two

levels ofrelatedness (translation, unrelated) and target lan-
guage (French, Dutch) . Relatedness produced a signifi-
cant main effect [F5(5,31) = 34.83, MS, = 2,258.40;
F,(1,47) = 18 .83, MSS = 7,194.69], indicating that the
50-meet faster response to translation-equivalent pairs was
significant . Language of the target also produced a main
effect [F,(1,3 1) = 125 .b1, MSS = 3,382.79; F,(1,47) =
1G0.11, MS, = 3,964.09], with a 115-meet advantage for
Dutch targets . Language of the target and equivalence
also produced an interaction [F3(1,31) = 6.77, MS, =
1,213.23; x',(1,47) = 7 .03, M& = 2,554.38], demon-
strating that the 66-meet priming in the Dutch prime-
French target condition was significantly greater than the
34-meet priming in the French prime-Dutch target con-
dition .

Discussion
In contrast to what was found m Experiment 2, signif-

icant cross-language pruning effects appeared across trans-

Table 4
Experiment 3: Mean Reaction Times, Error Rates (PE),

and Priming in Treavlateon-Equivalent Priming

LAnguage Order
French-Dutch Dutch-French

Target M PE M PE M
Related 477 .01 576 08 527
Unrelated 511 02 642 13 577

Pntning 34 66

ration equivalents in both language-order conditions . Sig-
nificantly more priming occurred in the I,1-L2 condition.

This result suggests that the LI-L2 finks are stronger
between translation equivalents than between primary
associates . However, since translation-equivalent prim-
ing is also significantly greater in LL-L2 than in L2-L1,
this priming is also asymmetrical . Overall, the results
support the hypothesis that the Ll representations have
stronger, richer connections within and across specific
memory systems and thus produce a stronger priming con-
text than do the L2 representations.

GENERA, DISCUSSION

Three experiments were conducted to test the organi-
zation ofbilingual memory . The first produced a dissoci-
ation between pruning effects and LDT reaction time
when bilingual subjects, who responded at the same rate
on the LDT to stimuli in Chinese and English, produced
significant priming in the Chinese-English (L1-L2) con-
dition but not in the English-Chinese (L2-L t) condition.
The second experiment demonstrated that this asymmetry
could also occur with two alphabetic languages. It was
proposed that asymmetry in priming might be due to a
stronger context effect provided by the Ll representa-
tions . The third experiment demonstrated that priming
oftranslation equivalents occurs in the L2-L1 language-
order condition as well as in LS-L2, suggesting direct
connections between these representations . Furthermore,
asymmetry also occurred in priming with translation-
equivalent words, indicating that the L1 primes provide
a stronger context than do the L2 primes .
Although asymmetry in pruning has occurred in a num-

ber of experiments (sue Table 3), Experiment 1 of this
series is the only experiment that has produced equal lex-
ical decision times for stimuli in the two language-order
conditions and also asymmetrical priming, thus affirm-
ing that the asymmetry cannot be attributed solely to dif-
ferences in access or decision times across the languages
on the LDT .
The classic hierarchical model cannot account for this

asymmetry, because it assumes that the semantic repre-
sentations oftranslation-equivalent words are ore and the
same and that they therefore must produce identical pat-
terns of semantic priming as long as lexical access time
remains equivalent.

This dissociation between LDT reaction time and prim-
ing argues for a separate-store model of bi3inguaE raem-
ary. However, it is clear that a completely separate store
could not account for the fact that, in some conditions such
as translation-equivalent stimuli, there are close, strong
links across representations of words expressed in differ-
entlanguages .
We propose a tentative, separate bat interconnected

model ofbilingual memory which borrows some assump-
tions from Paivio's dual-coding model (Paivio, 1986 ;
Paulo, Clark, & Lasnbert, 1988 ; Faivio & Desrochers,
148Q). Our model assumes that single representations
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of words contain, try one entity, al! information about
the words, lexical and conceptual . These representations
reflect the perceptual-sensory system and the specific
symbol system of their encoding . The meaning ofa rep-
resentation within a language-specific memory store is
determined by its position in a network of interrelated
representations, such as that described in semantic net-
work models (Collins & Loftus, 1975) . Representations
of words may also have direct connections to representa-
tions in other symbol-system-specific modules, perhaps
as a result of pairing the two stimuli . For instance, trans-
lation equivalents may have direct connections due toexper-
iences in which the two stimuli are paired and identified
as equivalents . One-to-one connections across language-
specific systems do not extend beyond the connected rep-
resentations ; although priming effects occur across connec-
tions between translation equivalents, they do not extend
to associates of translation equivalents in cross-language
associate priming .

Within-language connections and cross-language con-
nections are different: the former are part of a tightly inter-
related network, the latter are more one to one. The
former are more likely to be active in representing the
meaning ofa word, because they are part of the network
when the subject processes words in that language .
This model suggests that within-language associative

priming is the result of transfer occurring across rebated
representations stored together in a network of interre-
lated representations . Cross language translation-equivalent
priming is attributed to one-to-one connections between the
representations across memory systems . Cross-language
associative priming is attributed to meaning-integration
processes which are a normal, but not integral, part of
the reading process, and which can be dissociated from
the reading process (de Groot & Nas, 1991 ; Keatley &
de fielder, 1992) . Asymmetry in cross-language associ-
ate and translation-equivalent priming is due to the strong-
er connections from the L1 language memory system,
which, in the case of cross-language associate priming,
may be exploited by the meaning-integration process .

Presumably, even in very balanced bilinguals, L.1 rep-
resentations may be richer and skronger than those of L2
because they are based on multiple encodings ofthe word
in various L1 verbal contexts and on many encodings of
the word in various cross-model contexts, such as the
naming ofan object . L2 acquisition may produce repre-
sentations that are less highly connected both within and
across memory systems, but which still refer to the same
external objects .
A general model of transfer of information across spe-

cific memory systems has been developed in the motor
skill literature and has been adapted to explain transfer
of skill in verbal tasks by the transfer-appropriate models
of memory (Durgunoglu & Roediger, 1987, Kalers &
Acediger, 19$4) . In general, the model holds that while
representation is symbol-system specific, information can
be transferred across specific memory systems . Trans-
fer, however, does not produce exact replicas of repre-

sentations in the two systems . The transferred informa-
tion is incomplete ; it is modified by the structure ofthe
specific symbol system and by it place in a new network
of relations between representations .
This model can be applied to L2 representation . Dur-

ing L2 acquisition, the information about the meaning of
a new word may be acquired and stared, at least partially,
by copying or transferring the information from tie LI
language system to the new L2 language system . Whereas
the L1 representation would include multiple Ll-specific
encodings of experiences ofthe word, including rich con-
nections both internally and across memory systems, the
L2 representation would initially include only a portion
of this information, modified by the different (and less
elaborate) linguistic network ofthe L2 store and, in time,
by the different experiences ofthe student in L2 contexts .
Overall Ll representations would have generally richer,
stronger connections across memory systems than would
L2 representations, even in proficient bilinguals .

Kroll and Stewart (1990) have developed a revised hi-
erarchic model that also accounts for asymmetry in cross-
language associative priming. This model assumes that
two routes exist for transfer in priming. Transfer from
Ll to L2 is held to be primarily conceptual, with the trans-
fer passing through a stared conceptual store that is the
locus of the associative priming effect ; transfer front L2
to L1 is primarily lexical and genre produces less prim-
ing. L1 lexical representations are closer to the shared
conceptual stare.
Both our model and the revised hierarchic model predict

that Ll representations will have stronger conceptual ef-
fects than will L2 representations . In oar model, this is
because the L1 representations are stronger overall and
more richly connected within the Ll memory system and
across different specific memory systems . In the revised
hierarchic model, Lf representations have stronger links
to the shared conceptual store . The main difference in the
predictions of the two models of asymmetry is that our
separate model attributes asymmetry to the overall dif-
ferent strengths of the connections from the Ll and LZ
language systems, whereas the hierarchic model attrib-
utes it to different kinds ofconnections, conceptual or lex-
ical, when the language order is L1-L2 or L2-L1 .

Kroll and her colleagues have demonstrated that bilin-
guals read faster in Lj, but translate faster from L2 to
L1 than from Ll to L2 (Kroll & Coney, 198$ ; Kroll &
Stewart, 1990), and these results have been confirmed by
ocher studies (Sanchez-Casas, Davis, & Garcia-Albea,
1992) . KrolI and her colleagues have attributed this to the
different pathways= they suggest that L2-L1 translation
is shorter because the lexical pathway involves only two
lexical stores and not the third, conceptual store, which
is activated in the L1-L2 condition . However, we inter-
pret the data as demonstrating once again that the Ll rep-
resentations are more accessible and have stronger con-
nections in the general memory system . They produce
more priming and are accessed faster overall than the L2
representations .
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In a translation-production experiment (Keatley & de
fielder, 1992), we found that subjects' errors tend to be
semantic (the subject says "river" when the correct trans-
lation is "lake") in both the L1-L2 and L2-L1 condi-
tions. If L2-L1 translation production depended primar-
ily on a lexical route, we would expect subjects to make
lexical errors (the subject says "like" when the correct
translation is "lake") . This did not occur . We concluded
that the differences of translation speed in the L1-L2 and
L2-L1 conditions are differences of overall accessibility
of L1 and L2 representations, not differences in the path-
ways from stimulus to translation in the two language-
order conditions .
There is evidence of interference from semantically

categorized lists with more proficient bilinguals in the
LI-L2 condition on a translation-production task, but not
of interference in the L2-L1 condition (Kroll &Stewart,
1990) . This supports the idea that there is a conceptual
pathway in the L1-L2 condition that does not occur in
the L2-L1 condition . It is possible, however, that this phe-
nomenon may occur because of the overall stronger con-
nections within a separate L1 memory system-an inter-
pretation more compatible with a separate-model approach .
Asymmetry in cross-language priming is a phenome-

non that needs to be explained by models of the cross-
language-primed LDT. We have outlined a tentative
separate-interconnected model that accounts for this asym-
metry . The revised hierarchical model also accounts for
asymmetry, but on the basis of a shared-store model. Al-
though the research in this paper generally lends more
support to the separate-store model, more research is
needed to provide a clear account of cross-language-
priming asymmetry.
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APPENDIX A
Stimulus Materials From Experiment 1

Prime Target

bWk white

blood ~ red

blow °~ wind I1..

~climb mountain

come ~ go ~,

copy ~1 write
cough ~7.C sick A

crab
'In
T shrimp *FL

dog ~~ cat

drink ~ water ~--

~east west
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
Prime Target

far near

fast slow

empty S- full yG~

few 'l many
fly 71~ bird

fork ~ kiffe ~]

good bad -IX

hat head

hand -"~ font

Listen
Its ear

heavy Ught

kick ~~ ball ~C.

lanV glow

leaf tme

love ~ hate
IL`

IOW high

new .~~ old

down "C
f

page book

pay money

gush pun

remm home

right wrong
VA

round square

row boat

salt Wh`

send ~ letter

shallow i~; deep i,~;
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
Pnme Target

shore ~ sea

short 4A- long

sin ~~ songg

small big

soft hard

subtract add

sugar sweet

thief steal

thin fat

due ,~ false ~ FSL
table ~ chair

warm s cold

wet dry

wide ~~ narrow

win ~~ lose

APPENDIX B
Stimulus Materials From Experiment 2

English
Dutch French Translation

1 . aankooplvericoop achaclvente (buy/sell)
2 . ademenlluchi respirerlair (breathelair)
3 . antwoordlvraag reponselquestion (answerlquestion)
4 . appellgeer pommelpoire (apple/pear)
5 . bedlslapen litldornur (bedlsieep)
6 . beginleinde debuVfin (beginning/end)
7 . bestaan/Ieven ezisterlvivre (exist/live)
8 . betalenlgeld payerlargent (pay/money)
4 . biddenlkerk prierleglise (pray/church)
10 . bloedlraod sang/rouge (biaodlred)
11, borstellhaar hrpsselcheveux (brush/hair)
12 . breedlsma! largelarolt (wide/narrow)
13 . broerlzus fr6relsceur (brotherlsister)
14 . bran/water source/eau (spring/water)
15 . daglnacht jourlnwt (day/night)
16 . dichtbijlveraf prochelloin (near/far)
17. dikldun groslmcnce (thick/thin)
i 8 . dooflstom sourdlmuet (deafldumb)
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19 . darstldrinken soiflboEre (thirst/drink)
20 . drooglnat seclmouille (drylwet)
21 gekheidlzot folielfou (msarurylinsane)
22 . gelovenfgod crcrireldseu (beltevelgod)
23 . gezichtlogen visagelyeux (face/eyes)
24 . gisterenlverledcn hiedpasse (yesterday /past)
25 . glijdenlijs glisserlglace (skatelice)
26 . goedlslecht bonlmaavais (good/bad)
27 . gordgnlraam ndeaulfemetre (curtain./window)
28 graanlbrood Wlpain (wheat/bread)
29 . graslgroen herbelvert (grass/green)
30 . grondlaarde solltcrre (ground/earth)
31 . haanlkip coqlpoulet (roosterlthicken)
32 . hartlhefde cceurlamour (heartftove)
33 . havenlboten portlbateau (port/boat)
34 . hemellblauw ciellbleu (s3cylblue)
35 . hesplvlees jambonlviande (hamlmeat)
36 . honinglbij mieUa6eille (honey/bee)
37 . jongloud jeunelvieux (younglold)
38 . jongenlmeisje garconlfille (boy/girl)
39 . k&lkce veaulvache (calf/cow)
4(} . kamecllwces6jn chameauldesert (camelldesert)
41 . kelderlwrjn cavelvin (cellarlwme)
42 . klemlgroot peuVgrand (littlelbig)
43, kmelbeen genoul}ambe (knee/leg)
44 . icoortslziek fiPvrelmalade (fever/sick)
45 . koudlwarm froidlchaud (cold/hot)
46 . laaglhoog baslhaut (low/high)
47 laasteleerste dernierlpremier (last/first)
48 . leeg/vol videlplem (empty/full)
49 . ieerLnglschool 61Pvel6cale (student/school)
50 . leslleren le4;onletudter (lesson/study)
51 . lezenlboek IcrellFVre (read/book)
52 . hnkslrechts gaucheldroite (leftlnght)
53 . maandljaar moislann6e (monthlyear)
54 . maatijdlcten repaslrnartger (meal/eat)
55 . misdaadlmoord cnmelmeurtre (crime/murder)
56 . muislkat sounsJchat (mouselCat)
57 . oostlwest estlouest (east/west)
58_ peperlzout poivrelsel (pepper/salt)
59 . pcrslkrant presseljoumal (press/newspaper)
60 . postbodelbrief facteudiettre (bill/letter)
b1 . rekenenlwiskunde ca7culerlmath (calculatelmath)
62 . zingenllied chanter/chanson (sing/song)
63 . njdenlauta roulerlvoiture (ride/car)
64 . schaaplwol moutonllaine (sheep/wool)
65 . schaarlknippen ciseauxlcouper (scissorslcut)
66, schajnenlzon bnllerlsoleil (shinelsun)
67 . sleutelldeur cleflporte (key/door)
68 . snellvlug rapidelvite (rapid/fast)
64 . spelenlkmderee jouerlenfants (play/children)
70 . spijkerlhamer c3oulmarteau (nailAszmmer)
71 . stcelltafel chaise/table (chairltable)
72 . strand/zee plagelmer (beach/sea)
73_ taklboom branchelarbre (branch/tree)
74 . tijdperkleeuw 6pcxquelsi6cle (epoehlcentury)
75 . top/berg sommetlmontagne (sumcruUmountam)
76 . tainlblcemen lardinlfleurs (garden/flowers)
77 . vaderlmoeder Orelmtre (father/mother)
78, vertreklaanlcomst ddpartlarrivee (departurelamval)
79 . vgandlvriend ennemdami (enemy/friend)
SO vmgerlhand doigtlmam (finger/hand)
$I . vieugelfvogel adeloiseau (wing/bird)
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92 . vrouwlman femmelhomme (womanlman)
83 . wapealoorlog armelguerre (weapon/war)
84, wildldieren sauvagclanima3 (wild/animal)
85 . winkellkopen magasinlacheter {storelbuy}
86 . winterlsneeuw hiverlneige (winter/snow)
$7 . wcedelkwaad col8relfach6 (angerlangry)
88 . woordlzin mot/phrase (word/sentence)
$9 . woudlbos foretlhois (forest/wood)
90 . zeeplwassen savonllaver (soap/wash)
91 . zeggenlpratea direlparler (say/speak)
92 . zetel/zitten fauteuills'assoir (armchair/sit)
93 . ziellgeest amelcspnt (soullspirit)
44 . 2oekenlvinden chercherltrouver (seek/find)
95 . zwaarllicht lourd!leger (heavyllight)
96 . zwutlwit noirlblanc (black/white)

APPENDIX C
Translation-Equivalent Stimulus Materials From Experiment 3

English
Butch French Translation

1 . rend 6oeuf (ox)
2 . blind aveugle (blind)
3 . knop bouton (button)
4 . twi}fel doute (doubt)
5 . kers cerise (cherry)
6 . zacht doux (soft)
7 . paard cheval (horse)
$ . honger faim (hunger)
9 . room came (aeon)
10 . klimmen grimper (climb)
11 . ladder echelle (ladder)
12 . vreugde joie (joy)
13 . zakdoefe mouchair (handkercluef)
14 . lelijk laid (ugly)
15 . aardbei fraise (strawberry)
16 . wet loi (law)
17 . keel gorge (throat)
19 . beter rsteiIIeerr (better)
19, meex lac (lake)
20 . helft moitie (half)
21 . wolf loup (wolf)
22 . hangers pendre (hang)
23_ Biro paille (straw)
24 . diep profond (deep)
25 . brag punt (bridge)
26 . droom reve (dream)
27 . golf vague (wave)
28 . drogen scche (dry)
29 . fiefs veIo (bike)
30 . week semaine (week)
31 . wut feu (fire)
32 . avond soar (evening)
33, arm bras (arm)
34 . bodem fond (bottom)
35, door bite (box)
36 . ogenbiik instant (moment)
37 . mes couteau (knife)
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38 . herfst autornne (autumn)
39 . Land dent (tooth)
40 . hoesten tousser (cough)
41 . bcsrd assiette (Plate)
42 . gevaar danger (danger)
43 . konijn lapin (rabbit)
44 . gedicht pokme (poem)
45, kast arnoire (wardrobe)
46 zomer ere (summer)
47 vlieg Mouchc (fly)
4$ iaat tard (date)

(Manuscript received April 13, 19%,
revision accepted for publication June 30, t993.)


